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Abstract: This work considers an emerging value-based paradigm for solar generation under high 
penetration, in light of its conflicting cycles of supply and demand. The resulting swings in electric-
ity prices, in locales such as California, call into question the aim of optimizing solar arrays solely 
in terms of accumulated electrical power. Thus, this work studies solar arrays in terms of value, as 
an accumulated product of electrical power and price, where solar arrays that generate greater elec-
trical power over more profitable early- and late-day hours yield improved value. Experimental, 
theoretical, and economic analyses are given to characterize the industry-standard angled-panel, an 
alternative V-groove, and a new U-groove array over a 5-year study. The trends and projections 
suggest that the industry-standard angled-panel array realizes the best value-based performance at 
present, although it will likely be outperformed in the foreseeable future by the V-groove array. 
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1. Introduction 
Rising demand for energy and climatic implications have led to growing reliance on 

renewable energy sources, with solar energy at the forefront. Solar energy is a clean and 
renewable source whose global use has grown at an annual rate of roughly 25% in the 
past few years [1]. Nonetheless, this growth has revealed an unanticipated challenge in 
regions of high solar penetration. 

The challenge arises through solar power’s creation of conflicting cycles for supply 
and demand, in that photovoltaic (PV) supply peaks at midday hours while demand 
peaks at early- and late-day hours. This can drastically affect electricity prices, as the PV 
overgeneration at midday hours causes a dip, in the form of a belly, and the escalating 
demand at late-day hours triggers a sharp rise, in the form of a neck. This bimodal profile 
for electricity prices emerged in locales with high solar penetration, such as California, 
where it was first identified in 2013 by the California Independent System Operator 
(CAISO) and named the "Duck Curve" due to its profile [2]. The Duck Curve, illustrated 
in Figure 1 as electricity price versus time of day in California [3], is of mounting concern 
because its profile disincentivizes solar power generation—and may curb the growth of 
PV systems. Moreover, its steep rise in demand often cannot be matched by the ramp rates 
of traditional power generation systems, leading to concerns on grid instability [4, 5]. 

Given the growing concerns over the Duck Curve, various strategies have been pro-
posed as a response to PV overgeneration under high solar penetration. Several strategies 
have targeted energy storage during the times of PV overgeneration to be supplied during 
times of high demand. For example, battery storage has been investigated for use with PV 
systems having net metering [6] and tariff incentives [7]. Nonetheless, it was found that 
batteries are not cost-effective with net metering in effect (at present) and that batteries 
would only become economically viable with a drop in their unit cost (to £138/kWh). 
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Figure 1. The Duck Curve profile of electricity price versus time of day showing its characteristic 
bimodal peaks and midday trough. The data shows hourly electricity prices near Bakersfield, Cali-
fornia, on May 1, 2018, compiled from day-head locational marginal pricing on the California Inde-
pendent System Operator (CAISO) Open Access Same-Time Information System (OASIS) [3]. 

Likewise, energy storage has been investigated in the form of electrolysis in hydro-
gen fuel cells [8] and pumped hydro [9], although the added infrastructure costs and con-
version efficiencies for the energy storage ultimately dictate the success or failure of each 
strategy. Furthermore, alternative forms of energy storage must be deployed with thought 
to the geographic locale and the added complexity [10]. As an alternative response to PV 
overgeneration, strategies have been proposed for energy forecasting/management and 
load balancing/regulation. Forecasting was proposed for PV systems in the form of energy 
management systems [11], while load balancing was considered for regulation of ancillary 
services, such as the charging of electric vehicles [12] and powering of air conditioners 
and refrigeration units [13]. Ultimately, the greatest chance for success in maintaining PV 
generation under conditions of high solar penetration will come from a coordinated ap-
proach, with the strategies managing PV overgeneration, as described above, and strate-
gies mitigating PV overgeneration, as proposed in this work. 

In this work, PV overgeneration is targeted with thought to the design of solar arrays 
and their generated value of electricity. The present power-based paradigm focuses solely 
on the quantity of solar power produced, which extols solar arrays that yield the greatest 
electrical power. In contrast, under a value-based paradigm, both the quantity of electrical 
power and the time at which it is generated are considered. The solar arrays are then char-
acterized and optimized according to the monetary value of their generated electricity. 
Solar arrays generating electrical power over a broader duration of time, especially span-
ning the low-supply and high-demand hours with higher electricity prices, would yield 
greater value and thus be more desirable. The core ideas for this work can be seen in the 
pioneering work of Perez et al., who looked at the economics of overbuilding and curtail-
ing PV systems [14,15] and/or compensation and tariffs [16], and the work of Borenstein 
[17], who highlighted the importance of economics in designing and implementing PV 
systems. Several follow-up studies applied these principles in optimizing standalone solar 
modules [18–21]. The work proposed here goes further by optimizing and comparing sev-
eral solar arrays. This is done to see if the industry-standard angled-panel array remains 
as the optimal choice under the emerging conditions of high solar penetration, or if it 
could be outperformed by an alternative solar array. To the authors’ best knowledge, the 
proposed study of solar arrays according to generated value is the first of its kind. 

The analyses are carried out on three fundamental solar arrays in static deployments. 
(The focus is on static deployments given tracking systems’ added infrastructural costs 
[22] and potential for shadowing when constrained in area [23]). The industry-standard 
angled-panel array is considered along with an alternative V-groove array and a new U-
groove array. The flat-panel array is also considered, but it is used as a nominal geometry 
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by which the other arrays’ performance levels are compared. Experimental analyses are 
put forward to define characteristics for the constituent silicon solar cells, which can ex-
hibit time-varying functionality and nonideality in realistic/field conditions. Theoretical 
analyses are applied to quantify each array’s ability to capture incident optical power. The 
experimental and theoretical analyses are then integrated within overarching economic 
analyses of the arrays to contrast their generated value of electricity versus incurred cost. 
This is done for a 5-year study in the locale of Bakersfield, California, which is subject to 
high solar penetration and prominent Duck Curve characteristics. The findings reveal that 
the proposed V-groove and U-groove arrays can exhibit improved performance over the 
industry-standard angled-panel array when considering the generated value of electricity. 
It is hoped that the work put forward here can become a framework for optimization of 
solar arrays under the emerging value-based paradigm. 

2. Solar Array Geometries 
The considered solar arrays enable scalability in that they can be formed by simple 

geometric tiling of commercial rectangular PV modules, eliminating manufacturing or 
customization beyond the norm. Moreover, the arrays can be rastered over a two-dimen-
sional plane to fill any installation area. Figure 2 shows the three solar arrays of interest. 

The angled-panel array in Figure 2a is the industry standard for large installations. 
The array has rows of PV modules with four key geometric parameters: an azimuthal ro-
tation angle of ρAP between the rows’ bearing and the (east-west) circle of latitude, a tilt 
angle of τAP above the horizontal, a transverse distance of dAP across each surface, and a 
spacing of sAP between the rows. Such a geometry is relatively straightforward to imple-
ment. However, its performance over the course of a day can be subject to issues of shad-
owing, as seen in [24,25], convective cooling, as introduced in [26] and applied in [27–30], 
and time-varying electricity prices, as proposed in this work. 

The V-groove array in Figure 2b is a structure known to improve performance of 
thin-film photovoltaics [31] due to its ability to trap internal reflections. It consists of V-
shaped corrugations of PV modules with four key geometric parameters: an azimuthal 
rotation angle of ρVG between the corrugations’ bearing and the (north-south) line of lon-
gitude, an interior v-angle of νVG between the top surfaces, a transverse distance of dVG 
across each surface, and a spacing of sVG = 2dVGsin(νVG/2) between the rows. This array has 
been popular for tandem solar cells, with differing bandgaps for opposing sides [31,32], 
as it yields photogenerated charge carriers with less excess kinetic energy and thus greater 
conversion efficiency. Nonetheless, in this work, we recognize that the V-shaped grooves 
can also improve light capture during the early- and late-day hours, when electricity 
prices are the highest, suggesting that it may generate an enhanced value of electricity. 

The U-groove array in Figure 2c has rows of walls, with PV modules on the opposing 
surfaces, on top of a planar surface of PV modules. It is characterized by three key geo-
metric parameters: an azimuthal rotation angle of ρUG between the walls’ bearing and the 
(north-south) line of longitude, a height of hUG for the walls, and a spacing of sUG between 
the walls. To the authors’ best knowledge, such a geometry has not been studied for solar 
arrays, but it has the potential to broaden the duration of light capture over the course of 
a day beyond that of the V-groove array. This is because the U-groove array’s bottom 
effectively captures light for high-angled (midday) illumination, while the walls continue 
light capture for low-angled (early- and late-day) illumination via internal reflections. Our 
work weighs the increase in generated value of electricity for this array against its in-
creased cost, with a comparison to the angled-panel and V-groove arrays. 

The solar arrays that are compared in this work were first optimized in terms of their 
geometric parameters. For this optimization, it was recognized that larger arrays, with 
many PV modules, have an advantage over their counterparts built from fewer PV mod-
ules. This is because arrays with greater numbers of PV modules can better adapt to shad-
owing via blocking diodes that disconnect the shadowed modules. To separate this effect 
of scale from the inherent performance differences of the arrays, it was necessary to select 
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a standardized scale for comparison. Hence, the minimal size was selected, where each 
flat surface consists of a single PV module functioning as a single solar cell. The arrays 
were then optimized and analysed with a set transverse distance (in the case of the angled-
panel and V-groove arrays) or set height (in the case of the U-groove array). 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 2. The solar arrays and their geometric parameters. (a) The angled-panel array, with its rota-
tion angle, ρAP, tilt angle, τAP, transverse distance, dAP, and spacing, sAP. (b) The V-groove array, with 
its rotation angle, ρVG, v-angle, νVG, transverse distance, dVG, and spacing, sVG = 2dVGsin(νVG/2). (c) The 
U-groove array, with its rotation angle, ρUG, spacing, sUG, and height, hUG. 
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3. Analyses 
The investigated solar arrays were subjected to experimental, theoretical, and eco-

nomic analyses, as detailed in the following subsections. The experimental analyses fo-
cused on the constituent solar cells in characterizing their time-varying functionality and 
nonideality in realistic/field deployments. The theoretical analyses quantified the light-
capturing ability of these solar cells as applied within the solar arrays. This was done with 
consideration to all manners of solar illumination, including specular (direct) and diffuse 
(indirect) incidence as well as the ensuing specular (mirror-like) and diffuse (scattered) 
reflections within the arrays. The economic analyses then merged the experimental and 
theoretical findings to define the generated value versus incurred cost for each solar array 
over a 5-year study under conditions of high solar penetration. 

3.1. Experimental Analyses (of the Constituent Solar Cells) 
The experimental analyses described here were used to characterize silicon solar cells 

under realistic/field conditions, with thought to their time-varying functionality and non-
ideality via self-heating, peripheral wiring, etc. The solar cells were monocrystalline sili-
con with an efficiency of 18% and area of 76.2 × 76.2 mm2. They had alkaline-etched surface 
texturing and were capped by an ethylene vinyl acetate-film encapsulant and a 3-mm-
thick low-iron-glass protective layer. This was done to mimic the packaging of solar cells 
within a PV module. (Such capping protects the solar cells but can lead to specular reflec-
tions within the array and self-heating of the solar cells). The solar cells were tested in an 
assortment of array types and orientations on the rooftop of a four-storey building in the 
locale of 49.939° N, 119.394° W. The elevated setting was chosen to yield characterizations 
with minimal obstructions over the full course of a day. 

Current versus voltage measurements were acquired by an electrical circuit at 5-min 
intervals. For each measurement, the solar cell’s load resistance was varied and its current-
voltage (I–V) curves were recorded, with an open-circuit state between the measurements. 
A total of 276 I–V curves were collected, with the results used to define the underlying 
parameters of the solar cells. The I–V characteristics were analysed according to a simpli-
fied form [33] of the double-diode solar cell equation [34], which can be cast in the form 
of the semi-empirical implicit relation 

λθ λ λ θ λ= − +

− + − −


1200nm

pv λ sat1 pv s T
300nm

sat2 pv s d T pv s sh

( ) ( ) ( ,AM( )) exp(( ) / )

exp(( ) / ) ( ) / .

J n R S d J V J R V

J V J R n V V J R R
 (1)

Here, Jpv(θ) is the measured current density at a solar zenith angle of θ, V is the measured 
voltage, and VT is the junction thermal voltage. The first term defines the photocurrent 
density as a product of a responsivity scaling factor, nλ, the normalized spectral respon-
sivity, Rλ(λ), as a function of the wavelength, λ, and the spectral irradiance distribution, 
S(λ,AM(θ)), as a function of the wavelength, λ, and air mass (AM) at the given solar zenith 
angle, AM(θ). The spectral responsivity of the silicon solar cells was estimated from sev-
eral sources [35–38] and applied here as a wavelength-dependent quantity. This was done 
to better characterize the high-value early- and late-day light, for which the long atmos-
pheric path lengths shift the spectrum away from the standard AM1.5 spectrum [39]. The 
second term contains the first saturation current density, Jsat1, and series resistance, Rs. The 
third term contains the second saturation current density, Jsat2, and diode ideality factor, 
nd, which is assumed to be 2 as a common assumption [40]. The fourth term contains the 
shunt resistance, Rsh. 

The experimental I–V characteristics were fit to the above equation to yield values 
for the five parameters. Fitting for the responsivity scaling factor gives nr = 0.742. Fitting 
for the first saturation current density suggests that the temperature of the solar cell is 
above the ambient. We attributed this to self-heating at a rate of 25°C/(1000 W/m2), in ac-
cordance with [41]. This Jsat1 is the result of bulk and surface recombination in the solar 
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cell, which depends upon the minority charge carrier density and thus scales in propor-
tion to the square of the intrinsic charge-carrier density. The intrinsic charge-carrier varies 
with temperature, T, according to T3/2exp(–Eg/2kBT), where Eg = 1.1 eV is the bandgap en-
ergy of silicon and kB is Boltzmann's constant, and so Jsat1 follows T3exp(–Eg/kBT) [42]. Such 
a relation gives a first saturation current density of Jsat1 = 471 fA/cm2 at a solar cell temper-
ature of 25°C, which is comparable to values in the literature [40]. Fitting for the second 
saturation current density, Jsat2, suggests that the I-V characteristics have only a weak de-
pendence on it, in that it shows only a slight rise at midday due to increased temperature. 
This Jsat2 is the result of trap-assisted recombination in the junction, with the rate of recom-
bination proportional to the product of intrinsic charge-carrier density and temperature, 
and so Jsat2 follows T5/2exp(–Eg/2kBT). The temperature dependence seen here is weaker 
than that of the first saturation current density, but it is still important [43]. A second sat-
uration current density of Jsat2 = 15.4 nA/cm2 is extracted here for a temperature of 25°C. 
This is comparable to the values seen in the literature and is attributed to the strong edge 
recombination of commercial silicon solar cells [40]. Fitting for the series resistance yields 
large values that are dominated by the peripheral wiring. Thus, a closer to average [39], 
but still large, value of Rs = 3 Ω·cm2 is used here. Fitting for the shunt resistance yields Rsh 
= 37.74 kΩ·cm2, which is in accordance with the literature [40]. 

Ultimately, the generated electrical power from the solar arrays will result from the 
optoelectronic conversion of the constituent solar cells, as defined here, and the captured 
optical power of the solar cells in the assembled arrays, as given in the next subsection. 

3.2. Theoretical Analyses (of the Assembled Solar Arrays) 
The theoretical analyses put forward here target explicit expressions for the captured 

optical power densities of the solar arrays. The metric of captured optical power density 
is defined as the total optical power transmitted into the solar cells within each array per 
unit area on the horizontal surface, i.e., installation area. The expressions are derived from 
first principles, to avoid common assumptions that can lose validity at large solar zenith 
angles. This is done while considering all manners of angle-dependent solar illumination, 
including specular (direct) and diffuse (indirect) incidence as well as the ensuing specular 
(mirror-like) and diffuse (scattered) reflections within the arrays. Aspects related to the 
specular illumination can be seen in a prior publication of the authors [44], while the full 
analytical details can be seen in one author’s thesis [45]. 

Specular illumination comes about from direct incidence of sunlight, and it is char-
acterized in this work for the sun at a solar azimuth angle of ϕ and solar zenith angle of 
θ. The AM value for such illumination is defined by the relation [46] 

θ θθ
θ θ θ

+ +=
+ + +

2

3 2
1.002432cos 0.148386cos 0.0096467AM( )

cos 0.149864cos 0.0102963cos 0.000303978
. (2)

An empirical relation is used here, in lieu of the common approximation of AM(θ) ≈ secθ, 
to quantify effects of the Earth’s curvature and the refraction of its atmosphere at large 
solar zenith angles, when the sun is near the horizon. These large angles are important to 
this study given the higher electricity prices, and the potential for increased generated 
value, at the early- and late-day hours. The specular solar irradiance is then defined as the 
directly incident solar power per unit area over the horizontal surface, as defined by 

θ λ θ θ λ( = 
1200nm

spec
solar

300nm

) ( ,AM( )) cosI S d . (3)

Here, the solar power per unit area normal to the illumination and per unit wavelength, 
λ, is defined by the solar irradiance distribution S(λ,AM(θ)) = S(λ,AM = 1.5)(AM(θ)/1.5)/S(λ,AM 
= 0.0)(AM(θ)/1.5−1), where S(λ,AM = 1.5) and S(λ,AM = 0.0) are the well-known solar irradiance 
distributions of the AM1.5 and AM0.0 spectra, respectively [47,48]. The cosθ appears here 
due to the differing orientations of unit area in the specular solar irradiance and 
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S(λ,AM(θ)). The specular solar irradiance is applied here with wavelength dependence 
embedded in it, although the analyses can also be carried out using the wavelength-de-
pendent S(λ,AM(θ)), with integration over this distribution at the end. Such an approach 
enables the use of a wavelength-dependent reflectance. Nonetheless, we have found that 
both approaches yield similar results, and so the simpler formulation with the specular 
solar irradiance is presented in this section. 

Diffuse illumination comes about from indirect incidence of sunlight, due to scatter-
ing in the atmosphere, and it is defined in this work by the diffuse solar irradiance. This 
irradiance quantifies the diffuse solar power incident per unit area over the horizontal 
surface and is defined by 

2 0.35 2 0.66

diff 2 1.8
solar

(39.78 W/m )cos (79.3059 W/m )cos , 1.53 rad,

) (1200.2 W/m )(1.64rad ) , 1.53 rad 1.64 rad,
0, 1.64 rad.

I

θ θ θ
θ θ θ

θ

 + ≤
( = − < ≤
 >

 (4)

This piecewise function is formed by fitting empirical data for diffuse light at small solar 
zenith angles [49] to empirical data for diffuse light at large solar zenith angles [50]. This 
better quantifies the pronounced effects of scattering during the early- and late-day hours. 

Ultimately, the specular and diffuse solar irradiance can be applied to each array to 
characterize its light-capturing ability for specular (direct) and diffuse (indirect) incidence 
as well as its ensuing specular (mirror-like) and diffuse (scattered) reflections. This is done 
with the flat-panel array as a benchmark for comparison. The specular, diffuse, and total 
captured optical power densities of this flat-panel array are defined simply by 

spec
s

cap,spec
FP olar( ) (1 ))P I Rθθ (= − , (5)

diff
s

cap,diff
FP olar( ) (1 ))P I Rθθ (= − , and (6)

cap cap,spec cap,diff
FP FP FP( ) ( ) ( )P P Pθ θ θ= + , (7)

respectively. Here, R is the reflectance of the PV module's upper surface, assuming negli-
gible grid coverage by the contacts (which typically cover only a few percent of the surface 
area). In the next subsections, the specular, diffuse, and total captured optical power den-
sities are computed for the more complex angled-panel, V-groove, and U-groove arrays. 

3.2.1. Angled-Panel Array 
We first consider the captured optical power density of the angled-panel array for 

solar illumination via specular (direct) and diffuse (indirect) incidence as well as ensuing 
diffuse (scattered) reflections within the array. Specular (mirror-like) reflections are not 
considered here because it is assumed that the PV modules have matte backings with little 
luster. The modules are implemented in this angled-panel array with a rotation angle of 
ρAP, tilt angle of τAP, transverse distance of dAP, and spacing of sAP, as shown in Figure 2a. 

Specular illumination of the angled-panel array manifests from direct incidence of 
sunlight onto the front of its modules. The direct solar illumination is characterized by a 
vector oriented along the azimuth angle of ϕ and zenith angle of θ. The projection of this 
vector into the plane of incidence, passing through the (north-south) line of longitude and 
zenith, lies at an angle of 

AP( , ) arctan(tan cos )γ φ θ θ φ=  (8)

with respect to the zenith. We use this angle to find the total optical power incident on the 
front surfaces of the modules per unit area over the horizontal surface. It can be shown 
that the resulting specular incident optical power density of the angled-panel array is 
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where the piecewise cases correspond to full and partial illumination on the front of the 
modules. The specular captured optical power density of the angled-panel array is then 

cap,spec inc,spec
AP AP( , ) (1 ) ( , )P R Pφ θ φ θ= − . (10)

Diffuse illumination of the angled-panel array manifests from indirect incidence of 
sunlight in the atmosphere onto the front of its modules and scattered reflections within 
the array. The reflectance on the front surface of the modules is R, as defined in the prior 
section, and the reflectance on the ground and matte backing of the modules is taken to 
be R′ = 0.75, in accordance with [51]. 

We enumerate the internal reflections by the integer n and consider thin strips of area 
running along the length of the array, with each having a width of δ. On the front surface, 
back surface, and ground, each strip is indexed by i, j, and k, respectively, with each lo-
cated at a distance off the PV-module-to-ground contact point of di, dj, and dk, respectively. 
It can be shown that prior to any reflections, n = 0, the angled-panel array has diffuse 
incident optical power densities on the front surface, back surface, and ground of 
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respectively. Subsequent diffuse reflections on the surfaces are then characterized by Lam-
bertian scatter patterns [52], which are methodically tracked as cascaded projections off of 
each surface and onto the neighbouring surfaces. It can be shown that, following n reflec-
tions, the angled-panel array has diffuse incident optical power densities on the front sur-
face, back surface, and ground of 
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(16)

respectively. These diffuse incident optical power densities are computed for all consecu-
tive reflections throughout the structure until they have been reduced by five orders of 
magnitude. The optical power densities, having been captured by all of the strips over the 
front surface, indexed by i, for all reflections, and indexed by n, are then summed to define 
the diffuse captured optical power density of the angled-panel array as 

UG /
cap,diff inc,diff
AP AP,front

1 0
( , ) (1 ) ( , ; , )

i n

h
P R P n i

δ
φ θ φ θ

∞

= =
= −  . (17)

Finally, the total captured optical power density of the angled-panel array is computed by 
cap cap,spec cap,diff
AP AP AP( , ) ( , ) ( , )P P Pφ θ φ θ φ θ= + . (18)
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3.2.2. V-Groove Array 
We next consider the captured optical power density of the V-groove array for solar 

illumination via specular (direct) and diffuse (indirect) incidence and the ensuing specular 
(mirror-like) and diffuse (scattered) reflections within the array. The PV modules are im-
plemented in the V-groove array with a rotation angle of ρVG, an interior v-angle of νVG, a 
transverse distance of dVG, and a spacing of sVG = 2dVGsin(νVG/2), as shown in Figure 2b. 

Specular illumination of the V-groove array manifests from direct incidence of sun-
light onto the front of its modules and mirror-like reflections within the array. As before, 
the direct solar illumination is characterized by a vector oriented along the azimuth angle 
of ϕ and zenith angle of θ. However, the distinct east- and west-facing sides of the V-
groove array here demand that the projections of this vector into the plane of incidence, 
passing through the (east-west) line of latitude and zenith, be characterized by distinct 
angles of γVG,east(ϕ,θ;n) and γVG,west(ϕ,θ;n), respectively. Likewise, the east- and west-facing 
sides have distances from the vertex to the lower edges of incident illumination of 
ℓVG,east(ϕ,θ;n) and ℓVG,west(ϕ,θ;n), respectively, and distances from the vertex to the upper 
edges of incident illumination of uVG,east(ϕ,θ;n) and uVG,west(ϕ,θ;n), respectively, where n is 
the number of reflections. By methodically tracking the cascaded incidence, reflection, and 
projection of light within the V-groove array, we can state 
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 (21)

from which the specular incident and captured optical power densities can be cast as 

VG,east/west VG,east/west
inc,spec
VG,east/west VG VG VG
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solar(

d
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 (22)

cap,spec inc,spec
VG,east/west VG,east/west( , ; ) (1 ) ( , ; )P n R P nφ θ φ θ= − . (23)

Here, and in the remainder of this work, the labels ‘·/·’ in the subscripts are instantiated 
according to the order of their arguments. Thus, the expressions above can be evaluated 
for the east-facing side (as the first argument) or west-facing side (as the second argument) 
using the same order of arguments on each expression’s right hand side. This is done with 
the operator ‘(+/−)’ assigning ‘+’ for the first argument or ‘−’ for the second argument. The 
operator ‘max(·,·)’ returns the greater of its two arguments. The stepping through n reflec-
tions is carried out while testing for a condition in which the incidence on a given side of 
the array extends above its upper edge, i.e., uVG,east/west(ϕ,θ;n) > dVG. When this occurs, the 
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upper edge of the illuminated area is truncated at uVG,east/west(ϕ,θ;n) = dVG and the specular 
incident optical power density is scaled to 

VG,east/westinc,spec inc,spec
VG,east/west VG,east/west

VG,east/west VG,east/we t

V

s

G ( , ; )
( , ; ) ( , ; )'

( , ; )' ( , ; )

n
P n P n

d

u n n

φ θ
φ θ φ θ

φ θ φ θ

−
=

−




, (24)

where the primed variables denote the unscaled variables. Stepping through n reflections 
continues until any one of these three conditions is met: the reflected light travels away 
from the opposing side of the V-groove array, i.e., γVG,east/west(ϕ,θ;n) + 0.5νVG > π; the re-
flected light travels towards but fully misses the opposing side of the V-groove array, i.e., 
ℓVG,east/west(ϕ,θ;n) > dVG; or the incident optical power density is reduced by nine orders of 
magnitude. When one of the conditions is met, the power densities on both sides are 
summed to define the specular captured optical power density of the V-groove array as 

cap,spec cap,spec cap,spec
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 (25)

Diffuse illumination of the V-groove array manifests from indirect incidence of sun-
light in the atmosphere onto the front of its modules and scattered reflections within the 
array. We again consider thin strips of area of width δ running along the length of the 
array. On the east- or west-facing sides of the array, each strip is indexed by i or j, respec-
tively, and each is located at a distance up from the vertex of di or dj, respectively. 

For no reflections, n = 0, the diffuse incident optical power densities on elements i 
and j are the product of the aforementioned diffuse solar irradiance and the fraction of 
sky that is visible by each element. It can then be shown that the diffuse incident optical 
power density on the east- or west-facing sides of the V-groove array is defined by 
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where the labels ‘·/·’ in the subscripts are again instantiated according to their order. 
Following n reflections, the diffuse incident optical power density on element i is the 

summed product of the surface reflectivity, R, the diffuse solar irradiance on element j, 
and a Lambertian scattering factor that characterizes the diffuse reflection and coupling 
of light from element j onto element i. Likewise, the diffuse incident optical power density 
on element j is the summed product of the surface reflectivity, R, the diffuse solar irradi-
ance on element i, and a Lambertian scattering factor that characterizes the diffuse reflec-
tion and coupling from element i onto element j. This defines the diffuse incident optical 
power density of the V-groove array as 
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where the labels ‘·/·’ in the subscripts are again instantiated according to their order. The 
diffuse captured optical power density of the V-groove array is then found by summing 
the power densities on both sides, according to 

VG VG/ /
cap,diff inc,diff inc,diff
VG VG,east VG,west

1 0 1 0
( , ) (1 ) ( , ; , ) (1 ) ( , ; , )

d d

i n j n
P R P n i R P n j

δ δ
φ θ φ θ φ θ

∞ ∞

= = = =
= − + −    . (28)

Finally, the total captured optical power density of the V-groove array is calculated by 
summing the results above from specular and diffuse illumination, by way of 

cap cap,spec cap,diff
VG VG VG( , ) ( , ) ( , )P P Pφ θ φ θ φ θ= + . (29)

3.2.3. U-Groove Array 
We next consider the captured optical power density of the U-groove array for solar 

illumination via specular (direct) and diffuse (indirect) incidence as well as the ensuing 
specular (mirror-like) and diffuse (scattered) reflections within the array. The PV modules 
are implemented in this U-groove array with a rotation angle of ρUG, wall height of hUG, 
and wall-to-wall spacing of sUG, as shown in Figure 2c. 

Specular illumination of the U-groove array manifests from direct incidence of sun-
light onto the front of its modules and mirror-like reflections within the array. As before, 
the direct solar illumination is characterized by a vector oriented along the azimuth angle 
of ϕ and zenith angle of θ. The analysis follows that of the V-groove array, but for this 
array it becomes necessary to distinguish between two cases. 

The high-angled-illumination case arises at small solar zenith angles when the bot-
tom of the U-groove array receives direct solar illumination. In this case, the array’s hori-
zontal-to-vertical aspect ratio, NUG = sUG/hUG, meets the condition tanθ|sinϕ| < NUG, which 
we can characterize by θ < θUG = arctan(NUG/|sinϕ|). For this case, the specular captured 
optical power densities of the directly illuminated and shaded walls are given by 
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 (31)

respectively. Here, ‘dir(east/west)’ instantiates ‘east’ or ‘west’ if the direct solar illumina-
tion strikes the east- or west-facing wall, respectively, and ‘shd(east/west)’ instantiates 
‘east’ or ‘west’ if shade exists on the east- or west-facing wall, respectively. The results are 
then summed to define the specular captured optical power density of both walls as 

cap,spec cap,spec cap,spec
UG,walls UG UG,east UG UG,west UG( , ) ( , ) ( , )P P Pφ θ θ φ θ θ φ θ θ< = < + < , (32)

while the specular captured optical power density of the bottom can be defined simply by 

φ θ θ θ θ φ= − − −< spec
solar UG UG

cap,spec
UG,bottom UG ( )(1 )( tan |sin |(1 )( , /) )P I R N R N . (33)

The low-angled-illumination case arises at large solar zenith angles when the bottom 
of the U-groove array does not receive direct solar illumination. Here, the array’s horizon-
tal-to-vertical aspect ratio, NUG = sUG/hUG, ascribes to tanθ|sinϕ| ≥ NUG and thus θ ≥ θUG = 
arctan(NUG/|sinϕ|). As the number of reflections can become arbitrarily large here, steps 
are used to track the cascaded incidence, reflection, and projection of illumination within 
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this array. For each east- and west-facing wall, we define the distance above the ground 
to the lower and upper edges of incident illumination as ℓUG,east/west(ϕ,θ ≥ θUG;n) and 
uUG,east/west(ϕ,θ ≥ θUG;n), respectively. The stepping through n reflections is carried out like 
that of the V-groove array. However, here we test for a condition where incidence on a 
wall extends above its upper edge, i.e., uUG,east/west(ϕ,θ ≥ θUG;n) > hUG, and a condition where 
incidence on a wall reaches the bottom of the U-groove array, i.e., ℓUG,east/west(ϕ,θ ≥ θUG;n = 
r) < 0, where the integer r denotes the reflection at which this occurs. With such definitions, 
we can state that the specular optical power density on each wall is given by 
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For no reflections, n = 0, the above variables are calculated according to 
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Following reflections, n > 0, the variables are calculated according to 
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where the operator ‘min(·,·)’ returns the lesser of its two arguments. The stepping through 
n reflections continues until one of two conditions is met: the reflected light travels to-
wards but misses the opposing wall, i.e., ℓUG,east/west(ϕ,θ ≥ θUG;n) > hUG, or the incident opti-
cal power density has been reduced by nine orders of magnitude. Following either condi-
tion, the specular captured optical power density for both walls is computed via 
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and the specular captured optical power density of the bottom is computed via 
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The specular captured optical power density of the U-groove array is then defined by 
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Diffuse illumination of the U-groove array manifests from indirect incidence of sunlight 
in the atmosphere onto the front of its modules and scattered reflections within the array. 
We again consider thin strips of area running along the length of the array with each hav-
ing a width of δ. On the east-facing wall, west-facing wall, or bottom, each strip is indexed 
by i, j, or k, respectively, and each is located at a distance above the ground of di, a distance 
above the ground of dj, or a distance from the east-facing wall of dk, respectively. 

For no reflections, n = 0, we can express the diffuse incident optical power densities 
of the east-facing wall, west-facing wall, and bottom as 
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respectively. Subsequent diffuse reflections on the surfaces are then characterized by Lam-
bertian scatter patterns, as before, which are methodically tracked as projections off of 
each surface and onto the neighbouring surfaces. 

Following n reflections, the U-groove array has diffuse incident optical power densi-
ties on the east-facing wall, west-facing wall, and bottom of 
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respectively. These diffuse incident optical power densities are computed for all reflec-
tions throughout the structure until they have been reduced by five orders of magnitude. 
The diffuse captured optical power density of the U-groove array is then found by sum-
ming the power densities on both walls and the bottom, which can be expressed as 
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Finally, the total captured optical power density of the U-groove array is calculated by 
summing the results above from specular and diffuse illumination, giving 

cap cap,spec cap,diff
UG UG UG( , ) ( , ) ( , )P P Pφ θ φ θ φ θ= + . (51)

3.3. Economic Analyses (of Generated Value versus Incurred Cost) 
The economic analyses of the solar arrays consider their generated value of electricity 

versus their incurred cost under conditions of high solar penetration. The focus of the 
study was Bakersfield, California (35° N, 119° W) given its proximity to several hotspots 
for solar power generation and its vicinity to Los Angeles, where there is a high density 
of solar rooftop installations. The locale was studied from 2013 to 2018 with temperature 
data drawn from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) Online 
Weather Data Service [53] and electricity price data consisting of day-ahead marginal 
prices from CAISO’s Open-Access Same-Time Information System (OASIS) [3]. Data were 
collected at 1-hour intervals over the 5-year study with negative prices treated as zero. 
Such zeroing assumed that the solar generation would be disconnected during times of 
negative electricity prices, which is a fair assumption. The study proceeds as follows: 
• Specular and diffuse solar irradiance is computed via Equations (3) and (4), respec-

tively; 
• The captured optical power density is then computed for each of the flat-panel, an-

gled-panel, V-groove, and U-groove arrays via Equations (7), (18), (29) and (51), re-
spectively; 

• The generated electrical power is then computed for each array using its captured 
optical power density, the NOAA temperature data from [53], and the I–V character-
istics of Equation (1), assuming that each array has one maximum power point track-
ing (MPPT) system; 
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• The generated value of electricity is then computed for each array as an accumulating 
product of generated electrical power and CAISO OASIS electricity pricing data from 
[3]. 
The solar arrays are compared in this work by a metric that we will refer to as the 

relative profit density (RPD). The term profit is applied here because this metric quantifies 
the accumulated value of electricity generated by a solar array less its costs in United 
States Dollars (USD). The terms relative and density signify that the results for a given 
solar array are normalized with respect to those of the flat-panel array and quoted per 
annum and unit area. The area here refers to the solar array’s installation area, spanning 
the horizontal plane. For all but the flat-panel array, this area differs from the solar array’s 
surface area, which spans the three-dimensional surface of the actual solar cells. The met-
ric of RPD introduced here is similar to prior economic analyses of solar arrays [54], and 
parallels the metric used by Awad et al. [55], although this study encompasses time-var-
ying electricity prices in its characterization of accumulated values and costs. 

The RPD of a given solar array is derived from its total profit, which is the difference 
between its total generated value and incurred cost over its lifespan. Thus, the total profit 
can be expressed as vGLA − (cf + caA + csCGA), where the subscript G identifies the solar 
array geometry as flat-panel (FP), angled-panel (AP), V-groove (VG), or U-groove (UG). 
The total generated value is stated here as a product of the solar array’s generated value 
of electricity per annum and unit area, vG, lifespan, L, and installation area, A. The total 
cost is denoted by the terms in parentheses. The first term is the fixed cost, cf, which in-
corporates all costs that are roughly independent of the solar array size. In practice, most 
costs scale with array size to an extent, but costs such as permits and grid interconnection 
have little dependence on the array size. The second term, caA, includes an installation-
area-dependent multiplier of ca for costs that scale in proportion to the installation area, 
A, such as land cost. Note that the RPD in our work is relative, making the results inde-
pendent of this (and the first) term. Thus, relative comparisons and generalized conclu-
sions can be obtained without worry over these common costs, which often vary with the 
locale. The third term, csCGA, scales in proportion to a constant surface-area-dependent 
multiplier, cs, and the PV surface area, CGA. A representative value of cs = 175 USD/m2 is 
used in our work, as discussed below, whereas the geometry-dependent cost factor, CG, is 
calculated as the ratio of PV surface area to installation area. This gives CG = 1, dAP/sAP, 
2dVG/sVG, and (2hUG + sUG)/sUG for the flat-panel, angled-panel, V-groove, and U-groove ar-
rays, respectively. Ultimately, this third term shows us that arrays with higher vertical-to-
horizontal aspect ratios, or more closely spaced/overlapping PV modules, will have these 
costs scale at an increased rate with respect to the installation area. 

Given the above definitions, the RPD of a solar array can be defined as the difference 
between its total profit and that of the flat-panel array, normalized with respect to the 
lifespan, L, and installation area, A. Such differencing eliminates the common terms con-
taining cf and ca. The RPDG for the solar array geometry G can then be manipulated into 

G G GRPD GVD( 1) GCD( 1)V C= − − − . (52)

Here, the first term characterizes the solar array’s generated value of electricity per annum 
and unit area with respect to that of the flat-panel array. It includes a geometric value 
density (GVD) that is equivalent to the flat-panel array’s generated value of electricity per 
annum and unit area, i.e., vFP, and a geometry-dependent value factor, VG, that is the ratio 
of the value generated by the given solar array to that of the flat-panel array. Thus, VG 
quantifies the extent to which a given solar array generates value over that of the flat-
panel array with the GVD acting as an external scaling factor for this value. The second 
term characterizes the solar array’s surface-area-dependent costs per annum and unit area 
with respect to those of the flat-panel array. It includes a geometric cost density (GCD), 
which is equivalent to the surface-area-dependent multiplier divided by the lifespan, i.e., 
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cs/L, and a geometry-dependent cost factor, CG. Thus, CG quantifies the cost of a solar array 
over that of a flat-panel array with the GCD as an external scaling factor for this cost. 

Clearly, the profit captured by a given solar array, as defined by the RPD, can be 
optimized by maximizing the value factor, VG, and minimizing the cost factor, CG. How-
ever, this must be done while recognizing that the GVD and GCD magnify the effects of 
value and cost while being set by prevailing supply-and-demand economics. The GVD is 
linked to cycles of supply and demand in electricity prices, such that it scales with midday 
electricity prices. Thus, economies having strong Duck Curve characteristics with reduced 
electricity prices at midday exhibit low GVD. This can be understood by recalling that the 
GVD quantifies the flat-panel array’s generated value of electricity per annum and unit 
area as a nominal value with the greatest sensitivity to diurnal fluctuations in electricity 
prices. (The other solar arrays have geometries that can better trap light at early- and late-
day hours, which increases their value factor, VG, and offers them some protection from 
diurnal fluctuations in electricity prices). The GCD is linked to supply and demand in 
costs of solar infrastructure. Thus, improvements and overall growth in the manufacture 
of PV modules over the past decade [56] has led to a steady decrease in the GCD. Based 
on the data of Fu et al. [56], such costs are approximately 7 USD/(a·m2) at present for a 
solar efficiency of 17% [57], such that a 1 m2 solar module with a lifespan of 25 years would 
have an estimated cost (and thus surface-area-dependent multiplier) of cs = 175 USD/m2. 
The decline in GCD suggests that solar arrays with heightened aspect ratios and greater 
values of CG may now outperform the industry-standard angled-panel array from the 
standpoint of value. Such a prospect is explored and discussed in the following section. 

4. Results and Discussions 
Results for the optimization and contrasting of the proposed solar arrays are shown 

in this section, with an overarching discussion on historical and future trends. 

4.1. Historical Trends 
The performance levels of the proposed solar arrays are linked to market conditions 

by way of the GVD and GCD, which are shown in Figure 3 for a 5-year history at the 
stated location in California (35° N, 119° W). The history starts on July 1, 2013, and ends 
on June 30, 2018, with each year spanning July 1 to June 30. Thus, the five years of this 
study span 2013-14, 2014-15, 2015-16, 2016-17, and 2017-18. 

 
Figure 3. Historical geometric value density (GVD) and geometric cost density (GCD). The GVD (in 
red) and GCD (in green) are shown plotted against the left axis, and the average electricity price (in 
dashed black) is shown plotted against the right axis, for the 5-year span of this study. Each data 
point characterizes a year of data beginning on July 1 of the stated year and ending on June 30 of 
the following year. Thus, the data points at 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016, and 2017 characterize data over 
2013-14, 2014-15, 2015-16, 2016-17, and 2017-18, respectively. 
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The GVD, displayed as a solid red curve in Figure 3 against the left axis, is calculated 
from the flat-panel array’s value per annum and unit area given the average electricity 
price, displayed as a dotted black curve against the right axis. Here, the earlier 3 years 
exhibit roughly linear correlation between GVD and average electricity price, leading to 
overlapping curves, while the latter 2 years show divergence in the curves. Such trends 
can be understood by noting that the GVD is sensitive to diurnal cycles in electricity price, 
given that generated electrical power is greatest during midday hours and least during 
early- and late-day hours, while the average electricity price, as a mean over the day, is 
far less sensitive to these diurnal cycles. Thus, strengthening Duck Curve characteristics, 
with midday prices reducing below early- and late-day prices, preferentially reduce the 
GVD, decreasing the ratio between it and the average electricity price. This is seen in the 
latter 2 years, whereby the GVD remains roughly constant despite an increasing average 
electricity price. Over a longer term, we would see such Duck Curve characteristics man-
ifest as a generalized reduction in the GVD. 

The GCD, displayed as a solid green curve in Figure 3 against the left axis, is calcu-
lated by scaling the present-day infrastructure costs, which give the aforementioned 7 
USD/(a·m2), over historical trends [56]. The evolving GCD is in contrast to the GVD, in 
that it shows a simple monotonic decrease over the displayed 5-year history. 

Given the stated reductions in GVD, due to intensifying Duck Curve characteristics, 
and GCD, due to decreasing infrastructure costs, the goal to maximize profit can be cast 
as a competition between value and cost. The competition manifests via Equation (52), 
with the GVD and GCD magnifying effects of the value factor, VG, and cost factor, CG. The 
results show GVD decreasing at a slower rate than GCD, which has the first term domi-
nate with VG taking on greater importance than CG. This suggests that the increased costs 
of complex solar arrays, from greater vertical-to-horizontal aspect ratios, are offset (to an 
extent) by their increased value generation under Duck Curve characteristics. 

Given that each solar array’s value and cost are a function of its geometric parame-
ters, as displayed in Figure 2 and defined in Section 2, the overall profit of each array must 
be computed and (ideally) maximized. Thus, the generated value is computed for each 
solar array, using the analyses of Section 3 for all combinations of parameters over the 5-
year study. The parameters that yield a maximal value factor, VG, and minimal cost factor, 
CG, then give the greatest profit and maximal RPD. The VG and CG for the fully optimized 
angled-panel, V-groove, and U-groove arrays are shown in Figure 4, with Figure 4a show-
ing the results over a 5-year history plotted against the GCD-to-GVD ratio. The (horizon-
tal) unity line in this subfigure characterizes the flat-panel array. Thus, the separation of 
VG and CG from the unity line portrays the degree to which an optimal structure deviates 
from a flat-panel array. With this interpretation, we see the V-groove and U-groove arrays 
degenerate into the flat-panel array via their optimization, with optimal geometric param-
eters of νVG = 180° and sUG = ∞, respectively, yielding unity VG and CG. This trend can be 
explained by noting that CG can only be at or above unity for these arrays, and historical 
values of GCD have been high enough to have the optimization primarily minimize CG. 
The trends exhibited by VAP and CAP are in contrast to this. They are far below unity, show-
ing that the optimal angled-panel array deviates greatly from the flat-panel array. Thus, 
the reduced VAP is deemed to be acceptable (and even optimal) given the associated re-
duction in CAP. As the GCD-to-GVD ratio increases along the horizontal axis, the RPD 
optimization preferentially drives the CAP down in spite of further reductions in VAP, caus-
ing the optimal angled-panel array to deviate further from the flat-panel array. (An exces-
sively high GCD causes both CAP and VAP to drop to zero, characterizing conditions anti-
thetical to solar power generation, whereby a degenerate case of no solar cells is optimal). 
Conversely, as the GCD-to-GVD ratio decreases, the RPD optimization places greater im-
portance on a heightened VAP, causing the optimal angled-panel array to approach a flat-
panel array. Such trends, of the angled-panel array approaching the flat-panel array and 
higher CG values becoming acceptable, suggest that further decreases in GCD could make 
the angled-panel array non-viable and the V-groove and U-groove arrays viable. 
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Figure 4. Historical and future value factors (VG) and cost factors (CG). (a) Historical VG (in green) 
and CG (in red) as a function of the GCD-to-GVD ratio. The yearly progression is shown, where each 
data point represents a year of data beginning on 1 July of the labeled calendar year. (b) Future VG 
(in green) and CG (in red) as a function of the GCD-to-GVD ratio on the lower axis and GCD on the 
upper axis, with the results segmented into ranges denoting the near, foreseeable, and speculative 
future. The results are shown for the optimized angled-panel array (denoted by slashes), V-groove 
array (denoted by triangles), and U-groove array (denoted by squares). The best-performing array 
for each range is displayed with solid lines; the remaining arrays are displayed with dashed lines. 

The optimal geometric parameters for the angled-panel array for each of the previous 
5 years are tabulated in Table 1. The data shows that the lower values of VAP and CAP seen 
in Figure 4a correspond to larger spacings, sAP, reducing the array density and thereby 
both geometry-dependent factors, as well as higher tilt angles, τAP, which increase as array 
self-shadowing decreases. For this value-based optimization, such angles ultimately reach 
6° more than the latitude, which is slightly more than the tilt angles generally considered 
optimal for standalone PV modules under power-based optimization [58]. The rotation 
angle, ρAP, meanwhile, does not closely follow the geometry-dependent factors, but rather 
generally decreases with time, leading the array to point further west over time. This trend 
demonstrates the direct relation between the optimal values of ρAP and the severity of the 
Duck Curve characteristics, which has the west-facing solar cells preferentially capture 
light during the late-day hours when electricity prices are the highest. 
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Table 1. Optimized values of geometric parameters for the angled-panel array for each year. 

Year sAP (mm) τAP (°) ρAP (°) 

2013–2014 98 18 −5 
2014–2015 121 27 −10 
2015–2016 ∞ 41 −20 
2016–2017 219 37 −20 
2017–2018 104 21 −15 

Overall, given the general trend of a decreasing GCD-to-GVD ratio, value-based op-
timization is trending towards solar arrays of greater complexity, with higher values of 
VG and CG. Thus, the heightened values for the V-groove and U-groove arrays, even in 
spite of their higher costs, may allow them to outperform the angled-panel array in the 
future—a possibility that warrants the investigation in the following subsection. 

4.2. Future Trends 
The identification of future value-based trends is important for planning and design 

of new solar arrays, but such a goal is hampered by uncertainty in electricity prices and 
infrastructure costs. Nonetheless, it is possible to build a framework for future value-
based design and analysis of solar arrays based upon trends in these prices and costs. 

The electricity prices and infrastructure costs arising through the GVD and GCD 
have general trends. The GVD is highly dependent on the price of electricity, which fluc-
tuates greatly over timespans of years, and it is also a relevant metric over the lifespan of 
an array, which can exceed 30 years [59]. Given these rapid fluctuations over a long span 
of time, and an assumption that the Duck Curve characteristics remain consistent over 
this span, the GVD is taken as a constant here. It is fixed at 8.06 USD/(a·m2), as defined 
earlier from the final year of the 5-year history. The electricity prices are also fixed at those 
observed during this final year. The GCD, in contrast, is easier to define. It has fallen with 
a rate of decrease that is slowing and is trending to a plateau. Thus, the GCD is treated as 
an independent variable in this work, with values spanning from the present 7 USD/(a·m2) 
down to an extreme of 0 USD/(a·m2), representing zero infrastructure costs. 

The optimal RPD for the three arrays as a function of the GCD (and the correspond-
ing GCD-to-GVD ratio) is shown in Figure 5. The optimization is performed for all geo-
metric parameters but each array’s rotation angle, which is fixed at zero. Such a simplifi-
cation is done to minimize the complexity of the optimization while recognizing from the 
prior section that the optimal rotation angle has only a weak dependence on the GVD and 
GCD. (While it is not presented here, it can be shown that optimization of the rotation 
angle yields significant changes in the RPD only near the lower and upper limits of the 
GCD in this figure). For the presented figure, the angled-panel array has a significant RPD 
at current values of the GCD, but the RPD quickly drops to zero as GCD decreases. Con-
versely, the V-groove array has zero RPD at current values of GCD, but the RPD increases 
as GCD drops. Thus, there is a point at a GCD of approximately 5 USD/(a·m2) where the 
two arrays have equivalent RPDs. If the GCD drops through this crossover point, the best-
performing solar array will transition from the angled-panel array to the V-groove array. 
At very low GCD, the RPDs of the angled-panel and U-groove arrays increase, but neither 
array experiences enough performance improvement to surpass the V-groove array. 
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Figure 5. Future relative profit densities (RPD). The optimal RPD for the future is shown versus 
GCD-to-GVD ratio on the lower axis and GCD on the upper axis. The results are shown for the 
optimal angled-panel array (in green with slashes), V-groove array (in blue with triangles), and U-
groove array (in orange with squares). 

Figure 4b shows predictions for the value factor, VG, and cost factor, CG, in the future 
as a function of the GCD (and the corresponding GCD-to-GVD ratio). Given the decreas-
ing GCD over the years, the right side of this subfigure can be interpreted as the present, 
and progression to the left on this subfigure can be cast as trends into the future. The 
trends are discussed here in ranges of GCD-to-GVD ratios corresponding to the near, fore-
seeable, and speculative future. (These ratios are based upon realistic parameters, and 
thus give reliable predictions of trends, but labels of near, foreseeable, and speculative are 
used here for timespans in the future, rather than precise years, because uncertainties in 
solar energy markets can affect the years in which such trends emerge.) The optimal geo-
metric parameters for each array across these ranges are tabulated in Table 2. 

Table 2. Optimized values of geometric parameters for each array and each geometric cost density. 
Rotation angles are fixed at zero for optimization. For U-groove arrays at high geometry-dependent 
cost density values, precise optimization is not possible, as the arrays become arbitrarily large. 

GCD (USD/(a·m2)) GCD/GVD sAP (mm) τAP (°) νVG (°) sUG (mm) 
0 0 30 34 31 76.2 

0.5 0.062 62 9 68 228.6 
1 0.124 74 1 128 609.6 

1.5 0.186 75 1 140 ≥762 
2 0.248 76.2 0 144 >7620 

2.5 0.31 76.2 0 148 >7620 
3 0.372 76.2 0 152 >7620 

3.5 0.434 76.2 0 154 >7620 
4 0.496 76.2 0 156 >7620 

4.5 0.558 77 2 156 >7620 
5 0.62 79 5 160 >7620 

5.5 0.682 82 8 160 >7620 
6 0.744 86 11 162 >7620 

6.5 0.806 93 15 164 >7620 
7 0.868 103 19 180 >7620 
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In the near future, moderately reduced silicon solar cell costs will lead to GCD-to-
GVD ratios of 0.87 down to 0.62. In this range, the trend seen for the angled-panel array 
in Figure 4a continues, with VAP and CAP both approaching unity as the GCD decreases. 
This has the optimal angled-panel array approach the flat-panel array. Over this range, 
the optimal V-groove array has VVG and CVG slightly above unity, representing a small 
deviation from the flat-panel array, while the optimal U-groove array remains degenerate. 
These results are reflected in Figure 5, whereby the angled-panel array has a large positive 
RPD, the V-groove array has a small positive RPD, and the U-groove array has zero RPD 
over this range. Moreover, the optimal geometric parameters (tabulated in Table 2) show 
that the optimal V-groove array has a large νVG near 180°, and the optimal angled-panel 
array has initially large sAP and τAP, which decrease towards 76.2 mm and 0°, respectively, 
as the GCD decreases. Such trends agree with predictions of Awad et al. [55]. Overall, the 
findings suggest the angled-panel array will continue to show the best performance in the 
near future, but its relative performance will lessen as the GCD decreases. 

In the foreseeable future, significantly reduced silicon solar cell costs will lead the 
GCD-to-GVD ratio of 0.62 down to 0.25. In this range, Figure 4b shows all three arrays 
with VG and CG close to unity, suggesting the optimal arrays are all similar to a flat-panel 
array. The U-groove array remains degenerate across the entirety of this range. Following 
previously seen trends, the angled-panel array also becomes degenerate and remains that 
way across the majority of this range. Both of these are reflected in the zero RPD seen in 
Figure 5 and the degenerate parameters seen in Table 2. By contrast, while VVG and CVG 
remain close to unity, the V-groove array is not degenerate, but continues to display small 
positive values for the RPD and large νVG near but not equal to 180° over the entirety of 
this range. Ultimately, it can be said that the V-groove array will show the best perfor-
mance over the foreseeable future—with stable performance in this range. None of the 
optimized parameters vary significantly with changing GCD-to-GVD ratios, which sug-
gests that significant swings in the GVD caused by volatile electricity prices would not 
disrupt the performance of the V-groove array under these conditions. 

In the speculative future, negligible silicon solar cell costs may lead to GCD-to-GVD 
ratios of 0.25 down to 0. In this range, Figure 4b shows VG and CG for all three arrays rising 
significantly above unity, with the increase in CG being more dramatic than that of VG. 
This suggests that increasing CG above unity yields diminishing returns in increased VG, 
which can only be justified if the GCD is very low, making costs unimportant. This sce-
nario will only occur if the cost of silicon solar cells drops dramatically. Figure 5 shows 
that while the RPDs of all three arrays increase significantly in this range, the V-groove 
array remains the top-performing array over the full range. The optimal geometric param-
eters (tabulated in Table 2) show that the increased values and costs of all three arrays can 
be linked to high vertical-to-horizontal aspect ratios with the key geometric parameters of 
sAP, νVG, and sUG all decreasing significantly over this range. These more complex struc-
tures have significantly higher costs per unit area, but they yield improved light capture. 

It is worth emphasizing that the above results are potential outcomes for economic 
conditions that are subject to uncertainty. First, while the decrease in the GCD is well-
established, the rate at which this decrease occurs as well as where it will ultimately sta-
bilize cannot be known with certainty. Second, the significant variations in the GVD are 
not easily characterized and may disguise additional long-term trends, while the observed 
trend due to the Duck Curve is contingent on future worsening or lessening of that phe-
nomenon. Third, each array’s VG depends upon hourly electricity prices in a manner that 
is not fully encompassed by the GVD, and the marginal electricity prices used in calculat-
ing the VG and GVD do not fully represent the rates at which electricity is purchased from 
solar generation systems. Such rates are typically higher and less variable due to power 
purchase agreements and renewable energy subsidies [60]. Nonetheless, the core conclu-
sions of this work are sound: The trends seen for the supply and demand of solar-gener-
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ated power and solar cell prices will lead to shallow-angled V-groove arrays outperform-
ing industry-standard angled-panel arrays, in terms of profit, with such arrays having 
reduced sensitivity to electricity price fluctuations. 

Future studies may expand upon this work with added complexity. For example, 
tracking and non-tracking solar arrays could be analysed in terms of generated value of 
electricity versus incurred costs. However, such analyses must note that tracking systems 
have far higher infrastructure costs and the greatest benefits at large row separations (with 
reduced shadowing) [23]. Moreover, tracking solar arrays yield disproportionately high 
generated power from their unshadowed perimeters, and so the analyses could no longer 
be performed normalized with respect to (and thus independent of) the installation area. 
As a second example, off-ground distances of the solar arrays could be considered. This 
distance can impact the solar arrays’ costs, as higher off-ground distances demand larger 
support structures, as well as the solar arrays’ convective cooling, with higher off-ground 
distances yielding greater efficiency, as seen in [26–30]. Such cooling could be analysed by 
lessening the power-dependent self-heating, which was fixed in this work. This would 
decrease the saturation currents and series resistances and increase the efficiency. Lastly, 
the off-ground distance could be optimized for use with bifacial PV modules to maximize 
the capture of optical power from the surroundings [61]. 

5. Conclusions 
This work considered an emerging value-based paradigm for solar power genera-

tion. Such a paradigm can manifest in conditions of high solar penetration due to conflict-
ing cycles of supply and demand for electricity over the day. This yields dramatic swings 
in the price of electricity, as characterized by the Duck Curve in locales such as California, 
which calls into question the conventional aim of optimizing solar arrays solely in terms 
of their electrical power. Instead, it becomes necessary to consider the value as an accu-
mulated product of electrical power and price. To this end, solar arrays that generate elec-
trical power over a broader duration of time, spanning the low-supply and high-demand 
hours with higher electricity prices, would yield greater value and be more desirable. 

In light of these emerging conditions, the presented work looked at the value-based 
performance of angled-panel, V-groove, and U-groove arrays. Experimental analyses 
were put forward to define characteristics for the constituent silicon solar cells, which can 
exhibit time-varying functionality and nonideality in realistic/field conditions, while the-
oretical analyses were applied to quantify each array’s ability to capture incident optical 
power. This was done with consideration for all manners of solar illumination, including 
specular (direct) and diffuse (indirect) incidence as well as the ensuing specular (mirror-
like) and diffuse (scattered) reflections within the arrays. The experimental and theoretical 
analyses were then integrated within economic analyses using electrical price data and 
infrastructure costs. A 5-year history was tracked for a locale with high solar penetration 
to identify and contrast the optimal configurations of the arrays. The historical results 
showed that the optimal solar arrays are trending towards greater complexity, as higher 
vertical-to-horizontal aspect ratios, given the improved light-capturing abilities of these 
complex arrays over the early- and late-day hours and the decreasing infrastructure costs 
of the constituent solar cells. The analyses were then projected into the near, foreseeable, 
and speculative future. Findings for the near future showed that the angled-panel array 
will continue to exhibit the best performance, although its relative performance will de-
crease as infrastructure costs continue to decrease. Findings for the foreseeable future sug-
gested that the V-groove array will begin to outperform the other arrays, with a level of 
performance that is relatively insensitive to electricity prices. Such stable operation is ad-
vantageous given the volatility that is seen in electricity prices. Findings for the specula-
tive future suggested that all of the arrays will trend towards complex forms, with high 
vertical-to-horizontal aspect ratios, although the V-groove array will continue to yield the 
best performance. Ultimately, it is hoped that the insight put forward here will foster the 
continued study (and growth) of solar technology. 
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